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We are Lazzoni and Lazzoni is much more than a furniture design house. It is a contemporary boutique of ideas, inspiration and good will 
that transforms spaces into homes. We acknowledge that every home is different, carrying that individual spirit and feel, unique in every 
one of us. This is why we put an extra emphasis on creating interiors that nurture human wellness and embody a personal sanctuary.
 
We achieve this with determined vision and smart furniture design.
 
With our history and experience of over 100 years, we have carried our ideology throughout the generations to associate it with the more 
contemporary term of sustainability.

• Installation and delivery services worldwide
• Fabric and texture options for every style
• High-quality products with fine craftsmanship 
• A global approach aiming to make satisfied customers in all world metropoles 
• Exclusive design service for different living areas



QUARTZ COUNTERTOPS

By the virtue of the quartz mineral that forms the life itself,
you can freely use the quartz countertops in your kitchens,
possessing a surface coating with limitless color and pattern 
alternatives, that are hygienic and resistant to abrasion, scratching, 
heat and impact and alsa, stainless.

Areas of use: Countertops, wall coating, flooring, siding.



QUARTZ COUNTERTOPS



PORCELAIN COUNTERTOPS

New generation kitchens decorated with porcelain countertops are 
designed to enrichen your delight in your kitchen with its resistant
nature, hygienic surface and aesthetic appearance. And now, they 
are equipped with qualities that can address all your expectations 
with its special lamination application.

Areas of use: Countertops, cupboard doors, wall coating, flooring, 
siding.



LAZZONI HOTEL

As being located on side of one of historical textures of European 
Side of İstanbul, Golden Horn, Lazzoni Hotel is in a unique place for 
those who want to explore the city, attend meetings and conduct 
business trips with its close location to historical parts of the city, 
business centers, shopping and entertainment complexes.

Lazzoni Hotel, was built and designed with Lazzoni Furniture 
products through our expertise on service and design industry.



TEONA RESIDANCE

Located in Ümitköy, the developing site of Ankara, Teona Residence 
takes attraction with its large green areas located between wide 
blocks to support its motto of ‘The path to happiness’ and with its 
social facilities offered for all residents.  



DOUBLE TREE HOTEL MACEDONIA

Double Tree Hotel, located within Skopje, the capital city of 
Macedonia, offers a peerless scene for all of its guests alongside 
Vardar, the most famous river of Balkans.



NEXT LEVEL RESIDANCE SANTRA HOUSE - RESIDANCE OFFICE - BAZAR ANKARA

Next Level Residence, which reflects modern design approach of 
Next Level and takes attraction with its unique and extraordinary 
architecture, welcomes its guests with its thoughfully designed 
details and comfortable living spaces.  

Santra House, promising a ‘Privileged life in the center of Çayyolu’, 
offers a new world for the residents with its landscape and residential 
sites as well as office and bazaar/store areas.  



PRIVATE RESIDANCE

Kitchen of the private residence, which offers a chic and modern 
living space, is prepared by using the design and production power 
of Lazzoni.  



PRIVATE RESIDANCE

Kitchen and bathroom sections of this residence, which is designed 
according to the needs of customer, are designed by project 
managers of Lazzoni. 



SPECIFICATIONS OF QUARTZ COUNTERTOPS

APPLICATION FACADE DETAILS

APPLICATION FACADE DETAILS

SPECIFITICATIONS OF PORCELAIN COUNTERTOPS

Resistans to Chernicals
Quartz countertops show 
resistance to abrasive effects 
of acids and basis. Olive oil, 
wine, vinegar, lemon, tea, fruit 
juices and strong spices are 
no longer trouble.

Hyglenic
Quartz due to its nonporous 
structure, does not allow 
microorganisms to reproduce 
on its surface and it does not 
host microbes.

Applicaple to Differant Areas 
of Use
Quartz plates can be used 
on all sorts of surfaces such 
as counters, countertops, 
walls above the countertops 
and panel  applicationsi floor 
facades and steps. They can 
also  be successfully applied 
to  decorative designs in 
tables and coffe tables.

Eco - Friendly
Quartz countertops are 
aco- friendly designed by 
our product development 
understanding that is 
focused on protecting 
natural resources  and by 
the high-technology used in 
its production, with recycled 
product content.

Elegant and Unique
With options of beautiful 
colors and textures, kitchens 
and bathrooms can perfectly  
adapt to the modern style.

Easily Cleanable
Quartz Countertops, due 
to their homogenous and 
nonporous structure, do 
not absorb liquids and are 
stainless, preserving their 
day one appearance even 
with simple maintenance and 
cleaning.

Resistant to Abrasion, 
Scratching and Bending
Quartz, being one of the 
hardest minerals in nature, 
ensures unmatched durability 
and resistance with is Mohs 
Scale of Hardness Value of 7.

Due to its unique surface, you can slice any food on porcalain countertops without caring for scratching problems. You can place the  
ovenware and cooker containers on porcelain countertops  and clean with any cleaning product of your liking.



COUNTERTOP FINISHES ICEBERG 1110

BOLETUS 3333

FAIRY WHITE 4227

DEEP BLUE 4824

ELIXIR WHITE 5250

MONTANA 7543

VOLCANO BLACK 8765

BABILON 4558 PERGAMON 7353 CASCADE WHITE 7568

ALINDA 9113 MAGIC PURPLE 1043 TEOS 2214 DAPHNE CRACK 3113

CORONA BROWN 7633 GALAXY 7771 ANEMON 8113 SPA BLACK 8727

DREAM WHITE 5254 MOCCA MOUSSE 5329 GALA BLACK 5751 METROPOL GREY 7537

FORZA FUME 5050 CAROLA 5114 JULIET WHITE 5139 KRISTALIUS BEIGE 5151

ANTIQUE WHITE 4233 KRISTELLA WHITE 4262 SAHARA BEIGE 4444 CHAKRA BEIGE 4458

OLYMPOS 3610 AIZANO 4043 KASHMERA WHITE 4123 POLAR WHITE 4152

PERLA WHITE 1123 DORATA GOLD 1150 KRISTELLA FUME 2051 ANGEL WHITE 2110

Belenco breathes the lustrous charm of natual quartz to surface in 38 different 
alternatives among the most elegant collection of colors and textures suiting 
varied tastes and needs. As opposed to conventional surfacing materials, 
Balenco brings with the fashion  of quartz  to living spaces in a completely 
different outlook accompanied by supreme product features with stylish and 
elegant designs in harmony with trends of the time.

* Colors throughout the catalogue are representative. 
Actual slab colors and printed color samples may vary



WOOD & LACQUER FINISHES

ANTHRACITE

MOCHA WOOD

SMOKE WOODWALNUT WOODWALNUT LEG COTTON BIANCO

BOARD CREAMCAPPUCCINO

BLUE

GREY

MOCHA WHITE BLACK MINK



DRAWER ACCESSORIES 



PANTRY ACCESSORIES CORNER ACCESSORIES 



Lazzoni performs all of its operations through an 
effective and reliable quality management system 
while offering its products and services to its 
customers. This system is certified by Bureau Veritas 
(BV), an internationally accredited organization.

Lazzoni uses water-based, certified paints, which are 
proven as non-carcinogenic and environment and 
human health friendly, produced by ICRO Coatings, 
Italy, in its products. 

Lazzoni prioritizes the safety of life and property of 
its customers and aims to guarantee that all of its 
finished/ semi-finished products are manufactured 
in accordance with the directives of European Union 
and works with eligible suppliers for this purpose.

Lazzoni has implemented worldwide accepted 
Lean 6 Sigma management methodology in order 
to minimize errors arising out of its manufacturing 
processes, to increase productivity and to maximize 
customer satisfaction.

Lazzoni has established an effective management 
system to keep its corporate and personal data 
properly and securely and this management system 
is certified by BBS, an internationally accredited 
organization.

Lazzoni is a global brand, officially registered 
and recognized by World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO) worldwide. 

Prioritizing the environmental awareness, Lazzoni 
pays attention to proper and legal use of forest 
resources and therefore it works with suppliers, 
certified by FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) of 
Germany.

Lazzoni uses FR certified panels, classified as fire 
resistant and fire retardant in accordance with 
European standards, in UK.

Lazzoni pays attention to human health and, for this 
purpose, it uses products with CARB2 (California Air 
Resources Board Phase 2) certificate, showing that 
formaldehyde emission level of wooden boards is at 
the minimum level.

Lazzoni has always put its customer in the center 
and established an effective management system, 
based on 100% customer satisfaction, which is 
certified by Bureau Veritas (BV), an internationally 
accredited organization.
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lazzoni.us

While making your living spaces peerless with our furnitures, we also offer holistic solutions based on 
the needs of users for all wet areas exclusively for our projects.  

n addition to entire construction and interior architecture of Lazzoni Hotel all wet areas of the hotel are 
designed and built by Lazzoni. 

Bathroom areas of the rooms as well as all wet areas, such as spa, Turkish Bath, and swimming pool of 
Double Tree Hotel, located in Skopje, the capital city of Macedonia, are designed by Lazzoni. 

Kitchens of Teona Residence, Next Level, and Santra House projects are designed and solutions for wet 
areas are provided by project managers of Lazzoni. 


